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Abstra t: Au tion me hanism design has traditionally been a largely analyti pro ess, relying on assumptions
su h as fully rational bidders. In pra ti e, however, bidders behave unpredi tably, making them dif ult to model
and ompli ating the design pro ess. To address this hallenge, we present an adaptive au tion me hanism: one
that learns to adjust its parameters in response to past empiri al bidder behavior so as to maximize an obje tive
fun tion su h as au tioneer revenue. In this paper, we give an overview of our general approa h and then present an
instantiation in a spe i au tion s enario. The algorithm is fully implemented and tested. Results indi ate that the
adaptive me hanism is able to outperform any single xed me hanism.
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Introduction

Re ent years have seen the emergen e of numerous au tion platforms that ater to a variety
of markets su h as business to business pro urement and onsumer to onsumer transa tions.
Depending on fa tors su h as bidder strategies and produ t types, varying the parameters of the
au tion me hanism, su h as au tioneer fees, minimum bid in rements, and reserve pri es, an
lead to widely differing results. This paper onsiders learning au tion parameters to maximize
au tioneer revenue as a fun tion of empiri al bidder behavior.
Me hanism design has traditionally been largely an analyti pro ess. Assumptions su h as full
rationality are made about bidders, and the resulting properties of the me hanism are analyzed in
this ontext [1℄. Typi ally, the design pro ess is in remental, involving reevaluating the assumptions
made about bidders in light of au tion out omes. In parti ular, these assumptions pertain to bidders'
intrinsi properties and to the manner by whi h these properties are manifested in bidding strategies.
Even when the assumptions about bidders an be su essfully modied to explain past results,
the pro ess requires human input and is time onsuming, undermining the ef ien y with whi h
hanges an be made to the me hanism. In e- ommer e settings in whi h a large number of au tions
for similar goods may be held within a short time frame, su h as au tions on e-Bay or Google
keyword au tions, this is a serious drawba k.
To address these hallenges, we propose a substantially different approa h to me hanism design:
self-adaptive au tion me hanisms that hange in response to observed bidder behavior. In this paper,
we onsider an au tion with a single ontinuous parameter, and present a metalearning pro ess
by whi h the method of parameter optimization is itself parameterized and optimized based on
simulated experien es with different populations of bidders. The main ontribution of this paper
is the spe i ation, implementation, and empiri al testing of an adaptive me hanism designed to
maximize au tioneer revenue in the fa e of an unknown population of bidders.
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An Adaptive Approach

The strategies employed in an au tion by bidders are often unknown to the seller. Nonetheless, the
effe tiveness of the au tion me hanism an vary drasti ally as a fun tion of the bidding strategies
used. In settings in whi h a large number of similar au tions are held, it may be reasonable to assume
that the behavior of bidders remains somewhat onsistent, suggesting the possibility of learning
about bidder behavior through experien e. For example, the bidders on a parti ular Google keyword
may remain the same for some time, and identi al items on eBay will likely attra t similar buyers.
For su h settings, we propose adaptive me hanism design, an online empiri al pro ess whereby
the me hanism adapts to maximize a given obje tive fun tion based on observed out omes. Be ause

we allow for situations in whi h bidder behavior annot be predi ted beforehand, this pro ess must
be performed online during intera tions with real bidders. (In this paper, the term online refers
to the fa t that adaptation takes pla e during the ourse of a tual au tions, and not the fa t that
au tions take pla e ele troni ally  although that may also be the ase.)
In our view of adaptive me hanisms, a parameterized me hanism is dened su h that an adaptive
method an be used to revise parameters in response to observed results of previous au tions,
hoosing the most promising parameters to be used in future au tions. Any number of ontinuous
or dis rete au tion parameters may be onsidered, su h as reserve pri es, au tioneer fees, minimum
bid in rements, and whether the lose is hard or soft.
The adaptive method is an online ma hine learning algorithm aiming to hara terize the fun tion
from me hanism parameters to expe ted revenue (or any other obje tive fun tion). Be ause the
learner an hoose different au tion parameters at ea h step (thus effe tively sele ting its own
training examples), and the target output is ontinuous, the problem is an a tive learning [2℄
regression problem. A key hara teristi is that the learning is all done online during a tual
au tions, so that ex essive exploration of various parameter settings an be ostly.
The only assumption about bidders is that their behavior is onsistent in some way (e.g. bidders
asso iated with a parti ular industry tend to bid similarly) so that it is possible to learn to predi t
au tion results as a fun tion of the me hanism, at least in expe tation.
The use of an adaptive me hanism provides the possibility of identifying optimal au tion
parameters even without expli itly modeling the bidders. However, when predi tions an be made
about the types of behavior to be expe ted, this knowledge an usefully inuen e the method of
adaptation. Spe i ally, one an use a method of adaptation that is itself parameterized, and then
hoose the parameters that result in the best performan e under expe ted bidder behavior.
The steps in the metalearning pro ess of hoosing an adaptive au tion me hanism to maximize a parti ular obje tive fun tion are thus as follows: 1) Choose the parameterization of the
au tion. 2) Make predi tions about possible bidder behavior that allow for simulation. Sour es for
these predi tions may in lude analyti ally derived equilibrium strategies, empiri al data from past
au tions in a similar setting, and learned behaviors. 3) Choose the method of adaptation and its
parameters. 4) Sear h the spa e of parameters of the adaptive method to nd those that best a hieve
the obje tive in simulation.
We now present an illustrative appli ation of this approa h to a parti ular au tion s enario.
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An Auction Scenario

We onsider an English au tion in whi h bidders submit as ending bids, and assume that the seller
may set a reserve pri e indi ating the minimum a eptable bid. For the sake of simpli ity, we
assume that two bidders parti ipate in ea h au tion. We base the behavior of these bidders on the
model of loss averse bidders des ribed by Dodonova [3℄. A loss averse bidder onsiders the utility
from a gain to be lower than the disutility from a loss (losing an item for whi h he previously
had the highest bid) of the same magnitude. Spe i ally, if the marginal utility from winning an
au tion is x, then the marginal disutility from losing the same obje t is αx, where α > 1.
Under the equilibrium derived by Dodonova, the rst bidder will submit a bid in the beginning
of the au tion if his valuation is higher than the reserve pri e, while the se ond bidder enters
the au tion only if by doing so he an guarantee a positive expe ted utility. This equilibrium an
ause the seller's optimal reserve pri e to be 0 under ertain onditions, and an also result in a
non- onvex revenue as a fun tion of reserve pri e, with one maximum lose to zero and another
at a mu h higher reserve pri e, as will be illustrated in Figure 1. Thus the au tioneer has potential

in entives to set both a low reserve pri e and a high reserve pri e, a oni t that must be taken into
a ount when hoosing a method of sear hing for the optimal reserve pri e.
We onsider a s enario in whi h a seller intera ts repeatedly with bidders drawn from a xed
population. In parti ular, the seller has 1000 identi al items that will be sold one at a time through
a series of English au tions. The seller sets a (potentially different) reserve pri e for ea h au tion,
thus indire tly affe ting the au tion's out ome. The seller's goal is to set the reserve pri e for ea h
au tion so that the total revenue obtained from all the au tions is maximized. If a omplete model
of the behavior of the population of bidders were available, the seller ould determine the optimal
reserve pri e analyti ally. However, as this information is not available, the seller must identify the
optimal reserve pri e through online experimentation guided by an adaptive me hanism.
A bidder is hara terized by i) an independent, private value v for the sold item, and ii) a
degree of loss-aversion α. The seller knows that bidders have independent, private values, and
are likely loss averse, but does not know the a tual distributions from whi h α and v are drawn,
or the strategies bidders will employ. However, the seller assumes that the population of bidders
( hara terized in this ase by distributions over valuations and α) does not hange over time. Thus,
the behavior exhibited by bidders will be the same for ea h au tion in expe tation, allowing the
seller to draw inferen es from past au tion results.
Although the seller annot ompletely hara terize the bidder population, we assume that the
seller an predi t and simulate a possible distribution over populations. As an example of how
a su h a distribution might be generated, a seller introdu ing a new produ t to the market might
identify similar items that have been sold in the past and observe the behavior of bidders on ea h
item, treating ea h group as a distin t population. In our experiments, the seller simulates a bidder
population as having Gaussian distributions over valuations and α values, hosen a ording to
the distribution over populations. Further details are omitted due to spa e limitations; however,
from the standpoint of the adaptive me hanism des ribed in Se tion 4, it is only important that the
seller is able to simulate a population drawn from this distribution and wants to nd the adaptive
parameters that give the best performan e under this distribution.

# times optimal

Average revenue

To illustrate the task fa ed by the seller, we generated 10,000 bidder populations a ording to
the seller's distribution, and found the average revenue for ea h reserve pri e between 0 and 1 at
intervals of 0.01. The average revenue for ea h reserve is shown by the solid line in Figure 1. A
reserve pri e of 0.54 yields the highest average revenue, 0.367. If we were required to sele t a
single reserve pri e for the seller to use, we would hose this pri e. However, for ea h individual
bidder population there is a distin t hoi e of reserve that yields the highest average revenue. In
parti ular, the dotted line in Figure 1 shows the number of times that ea h reserve was optimal. Two
important observations an be made: i) despite the variety in bidder populations, the optimal reserve
pri e is frequently in one of two small regions (in luding near zero, as is expe ted with loss averse
bidders); ii) nevertheless, most hoi es of reserve are optimal
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Implementation and Results

As spe ied at the end of Se tion 2, for the au tion s enario with the goal of maximizing revenue
over 1000 au tions, we have 1) hosen the au tion parameterization (the reserve pri e represents
a single, ontinuous parameter), and 2) the seller has provided a means of generating bidder
behavior. In this se tion, we omplete the remaining tasks of 3) spe ifying our adaptive method
and its parameters, and 4) presenting a means of identifying the parameters that result in optimal
performan e. We then present the results of applying the approa h des ribed to the au tion s enario.
4.1

Method of adaptation

We now des ribe an adaptive method that dis retizes the problem by restri ting the seller to
hoosing one of k hoi es for the reserve pri e at ea h step, where the ith hoi e is a pri e of
(i − 1)/(k − 1). (An extension of this method that does not require dis retization is straightforward
and appears promising, but we leave its dis ussion to future work.) The resulting problem an be
viewed as an instan e of the k-armed bandit problem, a lassi reinfor ement learning problem [4℄.
In su h problems, the expe ted value of ea h hoi e is assumed to be independent, and the goal
of maximizing the reward obtained presents a tradeoff between exploring the hoi es, in order to
in rease the knowledge of ea h one's result, and exploiting the hoi e urrently believed to be best.
The approa h to solving k-armed bandit problems that we use is sample averaging with softmax
a tion sele tion using the Boltzmann distribution. In this approa h, the average revenue
ea h
Pk for
avgi /τ
avgj /τ
hoi e, avgi , is re orded, and at ea h step the probability of hoosing i is (e
)/( j=1 e
),
where τ represents a temperature determining the extent to whi h exploitation trumps exploration.
The temperature is often lowered over time to favor in reasing exploitation due to the fa t that
estimates of the result of ea h hoi e improve in a ura y with experien e.
Softmax a tion sele tion has parameters ontrolling the temperature and ontrolling the initial
estimates of ea h hoi e's reward. We vary the temperature throughout an episode by hoosing
starting and ending temperatures, τstart and τend , and interpolating linearly. To al ulate the average
revenue for ea h hoi e, we require for ea h hoi e a re ord of both the average revenue, avgi ,
and the number of times that hoi e has been tried, counti . Although the straightforward approa h
would be to initialize the averages and ounts to zero, one ommon te hnique, known as optimistic
initialization [4℄ is to set all initial averages to a value higher than the predi ted value of the largest
possible revenue. Ea h hoi e is therefore likely to be explored at least on e near the beginning of
the episode. We employ a variation on this te hnique in whi h we hoose values for the averages and
ounts that en ourage heavy initial exploration of those hoi es believed most likely to be optimal
given the predi tions of bidder behavior. For instan e, if the revenue from a parti ular hoi e is
expe ted to be high on average but have a high varian e, assigning a high initial ount and average
to that hoi e would ensure that it is explored suf iently: several trials resulting in low revenue
would be needed to signi antly lower the omputed average. This approa h amounts to starting
out with what we will all initial experience. The hoi e of initial experien e and temperatures are
made by the sear h pro edure we will des ribe shortly. Thus for a given hoi e of k , this will be a
sear h over 2k + 2 parameters (in luding τstart and τend ).
4.2

Parameter search

Now that we have hosen a method of adaptation and have a means of generating bidder behavior,
we are ready to sear h for the set of parameters that results in the best expe ted performan e. For
any given set of parameters, we an obtain an estimate of the expe ted revenue from an episode by
generating a population of bidders and running an episode using those parameters. This estimate
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will be highly noisy, due to the large number of random fa tors involved in the pro ess, and so we
are fa ed with a sto hasti optimization task.
To solve this task, we use Simultaneous Perturbation Sto hasti Approximation (SPSA) [5℄, a
popular method of sto hasti optimization based on gradient approximation. For initial parameters,
we use a somewhat optimisti value of 0.6 for ea h avgi and a value of 1 for ea h counti . τstart
and τend are set to 0.1 and 0.01, respe tively. Ideally, the parameter k would be part of the sear h
pro ess as well, but as our sear h method requires a xed number of parameters, we have hosen
what appears to be the best value after running sear hes with several values of k .
It should be noted that although this pro ess of sear hing for the optimal parameters an be
time onsuming (in our experiments, a few hours were required), the pro ess takes pla e in ofine
simulation before the a tual au tions begin. When the adaptive method is applied during the a tual
au tions using the resulting parameters, ea h hoi e of a new reserve pri e takes only a small
fra tion of a se ond.
4.3

Results

To evaluate our adaptive method, we rst sear hed for the best possible set of parameters, in luding
k , as des ribed above. We found that a value of 13 was optimal for k . The learned parameters are
presented in Figure 2. Initial experien e is displayed visually by plotting a ir le for ea h avgi with
area proportional to counti . The initial experien e appears reasonable given Figure 1. The values
of avg are mostly similar and fairly high, but the values of count are mu h higher for the hoi es
in the more promising regions. As a result, it will take longer for the omputed average revenue of
these hoi es to fall, and so these hoi es will be explored more heavily early in an episode.
We next generated a set of 10,000 bidder populations, and found the average revenue per episode
using both the initial and the learned parameters. The average revenues per au tion are shown in Figure 4, while a plot of the average revenue for ea h au tion over an entire episode is shown in Figure 3.
The average total revenue in ea h ase is higher than the revenue resulting from using the best xed
reserve pri e, 0.54, indi ating that the use of
an adaptive me hanism is indeed worthwhile
Adaptive method
Total Revenue
in this s enario. The differen e observed bebest xed reserve pri e (0.54)
0.367
tween ea h pair of methods is statisti ally sigadaptive, initial parameters
0.374
ni ant at the 99% onden e level a ordadaptive,
learned
parameters
0.394
ing to paired t-tests omparing results for the
same bidder population. From Figure 3 we
an see that while both adaptive methods ap- Fig. 4. Average revenue per au tion for ea h adapproa h the same revenue by the last au tion tive method.

in an episode, using learned parameters leads to mu h higher revenues during the early part of
an episode. Thus, the learned parameters are effe tive at fo using initial exploration; providing
suf ient initial experien e to permit a higher initial degree of exploitation; or both.
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Related Work

To our knowledge, only a few re ent arti les have begun to explore the subje t of adapting au tion
me hanisms in response to bidder behavior. Cliff [6℄ and Phelps et al. [7℄ onsider ontinuous
double au tions, using geneti algorithms and geneti programming, respe tively, to evolve both
bidder strategies and au tion rules. Byde [8℄ studies the spa e of au tion me hanisms between the
rst and se ond-pri e sealed-bid au tion, using a geneti algorithm to learn the bidders' strategies
in response to different me hanisms. The primary differen e between these previous approa hes
and the method advo ated in this paper is that these approa hes use simulation to produ e xed
me hanisms, while our aim is to develop me hanisms that are self-adapting in an online setting.
The pro ess of identifying the parameters of the adaptive me hanism an be viewed as an
instan e of metalearning [9℄. In metalearning, the goal is to improve the performan e of a learning
system for a parti ular task through experien e with a family of related tasks. In our ase, the
learning system is the adaptive me hanism, and the family of related tasks is the set of different
bidder populations generated during simulation.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel approa h to me hanism design. Instead of relying on
analyti al methods that depend on spe i assumptions about bidders, our approa h is to reate
a self-adapting me hanism that adjusts au tion parameters in response to past au tion results. We
have analyzed and experimented with a spe i au tion s enario involving loss averse bidders and
varying seller reserve pri es. We have shown how information about potential bidder behavior an
guide the sele tion of the method of adaptation and signi antly improve au tioneer revenue.
There are several dire tions in whi h this work ould be extended. Many au tion parameters are
available for tuning, ranging from bidding rules to learing poli ies. The problem be omes more
hallenging in the fa e of multidimensional parameterizations.
Our on-going resear h agenda also in ludes examining the effe ts of in luding some adaptive
bidders in the e onomies that are treated by adaptive me hanisms.
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